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SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF THE PSYCHOLOGY 
OF A PERSON WITH DISABILITIES 

        The problem of disability has passed a significant historical path from complete 

physical destruction from the period of antiquity to the integration of persons with 

disabilities into modern society. The development of philosophical and medical, as 

well as pedagogical knowledge contributed to a scientific understanding of the mental 

development of children with psychophysical handicaps. Psychology of a person with 

disabilities in recent years has been widely recognized in particular through the 

development of a methodological base and the training of highly professional 

psychologists in the field of special psychology. In modern psychological science, 

there are various approaches to the theoretical substantiation of the problem of the 

psychology of a person with disabilities. In the framework of the problem of disability 

as a psychological phenomenon (disability is an "abnormal" norm or "normal" 

deviation), the problem of social norm was studied by such scientists as              P. 

Berger, P. Bourdieu, M. Weber, S. Durkheim, T. Lukman, R. Merton [7].  

        The analysis of disability problems as a whole is viewed from the point of view 

of sociological concepts of a more general level of generalization of the essence of this 

social phenomenon - the concept of socialization. The main scientific concepts of 

disability: 

1. Structural and functional analysis (T. Parsons, R. Merton, C. Davis). The main 

concept categories were "disabled people", "children with disabilities". The main ideas 

were in the social policy of the state in relation to the disabled, in their social 

rehabilitation, social services and social support of families [3]. 

2. The socio-anthropological approach (E. Durkheim) was considered in such terms as 

"children with disabilities", "atypical children." The approach is based on ideas about 

the forms of social relations, social institutions and mechanisms of social control. 
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3. Symbolic interactionism (J.G. Mead, C. Cooley), which is based on the ideas of 

symbols, roles, the emergence of the social self, stereotypes and self-control within the 

concept of "disabled" [4, p. 301]. 

4. Classical sociological theory (M. Weber, N. Smelser) reveals ideas: subjectively 

meaningful actions of the individual, oriented to the behavior of other people; specific 

mechanisms of social adaptation of persons with disabilities; determination of the basic 

components of deviation. 

5. Phenomenological theory (P. Berger, T. Luhmann). The main conceptual categories 

of the theory were "children with disabilities", "atypical children." This theory is 

characterized by ideas about the processes of social construction of reality; specificity 

of everyday perception of disability, thinking and activity; agents and the product of 

construction [6, p. 286]. 

6. The concept of the child's biologic development (L.S. Vygotsky). The main 

conceptual categories of the concept were "defect", "disabled children". This concept 

is based on the idea of social education for children with disabilities; formation of 

approaches of psychodiagnostics in relation to disabled children [2]. 

From the point of view of a psychological approach to the problem of disability, several 

scientific theories can be distinguished. 

1. Individual theory of personality (A. Adler). One of the basic concepts in this theory 

within the disability problem is "feelings of inferiority," "compensation," "inferiority 

complex." According to this theory, individuals with pronounced organic weakness or 

defect try to compensate for these defects with various exercises and achieve 

significant success in a certain activity. 

2. Psychoanalytic theory of personality (Z. Freud). A well-known psychoanalyst 

believed that the "inferiority complex" in psychoanalysis is almost not used. The 

"inferiority complex" has deeply erotic roots. But the feeling of inferiority occurs to a 

greater extent from the I to his super-I, being, as well as the feeling of guilt, an 

expression of the tension between them. 

3. Theory of  A.R. Luria on the brain organization of higher mental functions. The 

scientist, based on the theory of functional systems, formulated general principles for 

the brain localization of higher mental functions, which allow one to assume and 

analyze their various disorders depending on the localization of brain damage [1, 5]. 
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Thus, in modern psychological science there are various approaches to the theoretical 

substantiation of the problem of the psychology of a person with disabilities. The issue 

of creating conditions in which persons with disabilities can lead an independent way 

of life and actively participate in all its aspects remains a topical issue. 
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